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1 Introduction

The social discount rate is the rate at which policy should discount future re-

turns. There is substantial controversy about what is the appropriate bench-

mark for quantifying it.1 In Nordhaus [2007], the annual social discount rate is

6%, consistent with long-run estimates of the real interest rate.2 In contrast,

Stern [2008] calibrates a social discount rate based on concerns for intergener-

ational equity, and obtains a social discount rate of 1.5%.

This paper provides another perspective on this debate by exploring the

cross-sectional implications of the social discount rate. When generations are

overlapping, the extent to which social preferences care about future gener-

ations simultaneously determines the social discount rate, and the marginal

welfare weights of younger people compared to older ones. Along the balanced

growth path, the distribution of consumption across age groups is socially op-

timal if and only if the social discount rate is equal to the market interest

rate.

This result is useful because it allows us to check which social discount

rates are consistent with our moral views about redistributing consumption

across age groups. It turns out that even plausible deviations of the social

discount rate from the market interest rate generate uneasy implications. For

example, assuming a market interest rate of 6% (as in Nordhaus [2007]), the

1.5% social discount rate proposed by Stern [2008] implies that it must be

socially desirable to reduce the consumption of a 70-year-old by $1 in order

to increase the consumption of a 20 year-old by 10 cents. Such extreme ageist

implications can be avoided only by choosing a social discount rate that is

closer to the market interest rate.

The reason that Stern [2008] and others advocate for a low social discount

rate is based on ethical considerations. If the social welfare function takes the

1See Greaves [2017] and Millner and Heal [2022] for recent reviews. See also Baumol
[1968], Arrow et al. [2013], Gollier and Hammitt [2014], Kelleher [2017] and Drupp et al.
[2018].

2It is important to note that there is a separate debate about what is the appropriate
benchmark for quantifying the long-run interest rate, especially given the lack of assets with
very long maturities. See Stern [2008] and Millner and Heal [2022] for further details.
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discounted-utilitarian form, then the social discount rate reflects the social

rate of pure time preference.3 A high social rate of pure time preference

is considered “ethically indefensible” (Ramsey [1928]), because it implies a

morally-arbitrary preference for the well beings of people that are born sooner.

However, a low rate of pure time preference also has implications for how

consumption should be distributed across age groups. To study these im-

plications, I consider a standard neoclassical growth model with overlapping

generations. A discounted-utilitarian planner can choose both how much to

save and how to allocate consumption across people of different ages. With a

low social rate of pure time preference (as in Stern [2007]), the optimal policy

converges to a balanced growth path in which the consumption of 20 year-olds

is 120% higher than its current equilibrium level, and the consumption of 70

year-olds is 20% lower than its current equilibrium level. Transitioning to this

new balanced growth path requires capital accumulation, which is financed

entirely by the current old: the optimal policy involves cutting the consump-

tion of present-day 70 year-olds by 50% while increasing the consumption of

20 year-olds by 40%.

This analysis illustrates a tension between the intergenerational equity con-

cerns emphasized in Ramsey [1928] and Stern [2008] and society’s concern for

its elderly. If one rejects the social desirability of these age-based transfers,

then one must reject the discounted utilitarian framework that favors them.

Of course, one need not reject either; perhaps massive redistribution from the

old to the young really is the right thing to do. But, if not, then alternative

normative frameworks should be deployed.4

3Specifically, the social discount rate is determined by the famous Ramsey [1928] equa-
tion: rs = ρs + ηg, where g is the growth rate of consumption; η is the elasticity of utilities
with respect to consumption; and ρs is the pure rate of time preference in the planner’s

objective,
∑∞
t=0

(
1

1+ρs

)
Ut (where Ut is the utility of generation t).

4For example, a prioritarian criterion (as in Adler [2019]) may generate a high social
discount rate based on its aversion to inequality in utilities. In this framework, the reason
for discounting future consumption is that future generations are better off than people alive
today – and not that their well-being matters less. Because this framework can generate
social discount rates that are equal to the market interest rate, it can imply that the optimal
distribution of consumption across age groups is optimal.
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This paper is related to a large literature on social discounting (see Millner

and Heal [2022] for a recent review). The social discount rate is usually dis-

cussed in the context of non-overlapping generations models. Notable excep-

tions are Calvo and Obstfeld [1988], Quiggin [2012], Schneider et al. [2012], and

Fleurbaey and Zuber [2015]. Calvo and Obstfeld [1988] consider a discounted-

utilitarian social objective and an overlapping generations economy. They

establish that, in order to implement the social optimum, transfers between

age groups may be necessary. This paper adds to this literature by quanti-

tatively exploring the relationship between social discounting and age-based

transfers away from the optimal policy. The key insight here is that small

deviations of the social discount rate from the market interest rate imply large

differences in the marginal social welfare weights of different age groups. This

quantitative insight is absent from previous work.

From a theoretical perspective, this paper is related to Quiggin [2012],

who utilizes the overlapping generations structure to study the relationship

between intertemporal social preferences and social preferences over the allo-

cation of consumption across age groups. He establishes that, when people do

not discount their own future utilities, then a social objective of maximizing

the sum of current utilities is consistent with a social objective of maximizing

the (undiscounted) sum of all current and future utilities. A tension between

these two objectives arises only when individual preferences feature a positive

rate of pure time preference (see also Schneider et al. [2012]).

This paper is also related to Farhi and Werning [2007] and Barrage [2018],

who study the policy implications of a social discount rate that is lower than

the market interest rate. These papers do not have any implications for the

optimal distribution of consumption across age groups, which is the focus of

this paper.5 However, similar to this paper, they illustrate that deviations

of the social discount rate from the market interest rate have far-reaching

implications for optimal policy design.

5Farhi and Werning [2007] and Barrage [2018] consider a model of consecutive gen-
erations, in which only one generation is alive in each period. Consequently, there is no
cross-sectional variation in age.
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2 A decomposition of the social discount rates

Time is discrete and indexed t = 0, ... In each time period, one generation is

born, and lives for 1 < T < ∞ periods. The assumption that T > 1 implies

that generations are overlapping. For now, I assume that the size of each

cohort is fixed.6

Let cta denote generation t’s consumption at age a. Let ct = (ct1, ...., c
t
T )

denote the consumption sequence of generation t, and let c = (c0, ...) denote

the intergenerational consumption allocation.

The social preference relation is represented by a differentiable social wel-

fare function, W (c).7 Given an allocation of consumption, c, define the social

marginal rate of substitution between cta and ct
′

a′ as

MRS((a, t), (a′, t′)) = (
∂W (c)

∂cta
)/(

∂W (c)

∂ct
′
a′

) (1)

Note that cta is the consumption of generation t that takes place in period

t+a−1, when that generation is aged a. If t′+a′ > t+a, then the consumption

ct
′

a′ takes place in a later date; in this case, the social discount rate between

generation t in period t+ a− 1 and generation t′ in period t′ + a′ − 1 is

rsa,t,a′,t′ = MRS((a, t), (a′, t′))
1

t′+a′−t−a − 1 (2)

The social discount rate is the required average rate of return on a small

investment at time t + a − 1 which is financed by generation t, and benefits

generation t′ in period t′ + a′ − 1.

Define the social-individual discount rates as

rsia,a′,t = rsa,t,a′,t (3)

The social-individual discount rate, rsia,a′,t, is defined so that society is roughly

6Allowing for population growth does not change the results, but complicates notation.
In the quantitative exercise in section 5 I incorporate population growth.

7This assumption rules out the maximin welfare criterion advocated by Rawls [1974]
(see also Asheim and Zuber [2013] in an intergenerational context).
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indifferent with respect to taking ε units of consumption away from genera-

tion t at age a, and compensating it with (1 + rsia,a′,t)
a′−aε additional units of

consumption at age a′. This is the social rate of discount for an individual’s

own consumption; in principle, it may be different from the rate at which the

individual discounts his own future consumption.

If, at some period τ , generation t is aged a and generation t′ is aged a′, then

MRS((a, t), (a′, t′)) captures the relative distributional weights of generations

t and t′ in period τ . In period τ , it is socially desirable to take one small unit

of consumption from generation t and give it to generation t′ if and only if

MRS((a, t), (a′, t′)) < 1. It is useful to denote these cross-sectional relative

distributional weights by

µτa,a′ = MRS((a, τ − a+ 1), (a′, τ − a′ + 1)) (4)

The results in this paper build on the insight that, because generations are

overlapping, the relative distributional weights, {µτa,a′}a,a′,τ , and the social-

individual discount rates, {rsia,a′,t}a,a′,t, are sufficient for recovering the entire

set of social discount rates, {rsa,t,a′,t′}a,a′,t,t′ .

Proposition 1. For every t′ > t, the social discount rate rsa,t,a′,t′ is given by

(1 + rsa,t,a′,t′)
t′+a′−(t+a) =

(
t′+a′−2∏
τ=t+a−1

(1 + rsi1,2,τ )

)(
µt+a−1a,1 µt

′+a′−1
2,a′

t′+a′−2∏
τ=t+a

µτ2,1

)

The proof of this proposition is in the appendix, together with other omit-

ted proofs. This result decomposes the social discount rates into two terms.

The first depends only on the social-individual discount rates. The second

depends only on the relative distributional weights of different age groups.

Figure 1 illustrates the decomposition. The solid black line represents

a dollar transfer between a 40 year-old in 2020, and a 40 year-old in 2080.

Proposition 1 is based on the observation that this transfer can be implemented

through a sequence of transfers that involve either transferring within-people,

across time, or between people, within-time. This sequence is illustrated with
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Figure 1: Decompositions of the social discount rate

1980 2000 2020 2040 2060 2080

Generation 1 Birth 20 years old 40 years old

Generation 2 Birth 20 years old 40 years old

Generation 3 Birth 20 years old 40 years old

Generation 4 Birth 20 years old 40 years old

Note: The solid back arrow represents a transfer between two 40-year-olds, one in 2020 and
the other in 2080. The gray arrows represent the decomposition in Proposition 1, which is
based on the insight that this transfer can be done through a sequence of transfers within-
people and across-time, and transfers between people in a given time. The dashed arrows
correspond to the decomposition in Fleurbaey and Zuber [2015].

the solid grey lines. In 2020, the dollar is transferred from the 40 year-old

to a 20 year-old. Then, it is transferred from the 20 year-old in 2020 to

the same person 20 years later, when he is 40. At that point, the dollar is

transferred to a contemporaneous 20 year-old, and so on and so forth. This

sequence of transfers is composed only of transfers between people in the same

time period (vertical lines), and transfers within people across time (horizontal

lines). The social desirability of the former depends on the distributional

weights of different age groups, and the social desirability of latter depends on

the social-individual discount rates.

The figure also illustrates the difference between the decomposition here

and the decomposition in Fleurbaey and Zuber [2015] (section 6). Their de-

composition builds on the observation that a transfer between two individuals

can be implemented as a transfer between them at their respective births,

plus transfers within each of their lifetimes. Based on their decomposition,

Fleurbaey and Zuber [2015] conclude that the long-run social discount rate is

determined by the marginal welfare gains from reallocating resources between

two people at their respective births. The decomposition here shows that these

welfare gains are determined by the social desirability of transferring resources
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across age groups: how much we care about the far future is related to how

much we care about the current young.

Proposition 1 is useful because it reduces the question of social discount-

ing across generations to two sub-questions. The first is, “how should society

discount an individual’s own future consumption?” Here, the common ap-

proach is to evoke the Pareto principle: if people discount their own future

consumption at a certain rate, then society should respect their preferences and

discount their future consumption at that rate as well. The second question

is, “how should consumption be distributed across people alive today?” Here,

the most common approach is utilitarian: a transfer between two individuals

is desirable provided that it increases the total sum of their flow utilities.

3 An illustrative example

The usefulness of this decomposition can be illustrated with the following

simple example. In this example, each generation is alive for two periods. The

market interest rate is constant and equal to r. The equilibrium allocation is

Allocation A.

Allocation A

Generation t = 0 t = 1 t = 2 . . . t = n t = n+ 1

0 c01 c02

1 c11 c12

...
. . .

n cn1 cn2

If individuals from generation 0 can borrow and save at the market interest

rate, then they choose their consumption sequences so that they are exactly

indifferent with respect to saving an additional unit. It follows that individuals

8



Allocation B

Generation t = 0 t = 1 t = 2 . . . t = n t = n+ 1

0 c01 − 1 c02 + (1 + r)

1 c11 c12

...
. . .

n cn1 cn2

Allocation C

Generation t = 0 t = 1 t = 2 . . . t = n t = n+ 1

0 c01 − 1 c02

1 c11 + (1 + r)µ c12

...
. . .

n cn1 cn2

from generation 0 are indifferent between the equilibrium allocation, A, and

an alternative allocation, B, in which their consumption is reduced by one

(small) unit period 0, and increased by 1 + r units in period 1.

If the social preference relation satisfies the standard Pareto condition,

then it must be consistent with the Pareto indifference condition:8 if all gener-

ations are indifferent between two allocations, then society must be indifferent

between them as well. When there are no externalities, other generations care

only about their own consumption sequences, which are the same in A and B.

In this case, all generations are indifferent between the two allocations, and the

8The social preference relation satisfies the Pareto condition if it can be written as
W (c) = W̃ ({Ut(ct)}∞t=0), where W̃ is strictly increasing.
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Allocation D

Generation t = 0 t = 1 t = 2 . . . t = n t = n+ 1

0 c01 − 1 c02

1 c11 c12 + (1 + r)2µ

...
. . .

n cn1 cn2

Allocation E

Generation t = 0 t = 1 t = 2 . . . t = n t = n+ 1

0 c01 − 1 c02

1 c11 c12

...
. . .

n cn1 + ((1 + r)µ)n cn2

Pareto indifference condition requires society to be indifferent as well. Thus,

Allocation A ∼ Allocation B

where ∼ denotes the social indifference relation.9

This reasoning shows that, when people can frictionlessly borrow and save

at the market interest rate and there are no externalities, then the social-

individual discount rates are pinned down by the Pareto principle, and it

holds that rsia,a′,t = r for all a, a′ and t.

If, instead, people from generation 0 are borrowing constrained, then they

9W (cA) = W (cB), where cA and cB are the consumption allocations in A and B,
respectively.
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strictly prefer allocation A over allocation B. In this case, the social-individual

discount rates would be higher than the market interest rate (rsia,a′,t > r).

Saving constraints would have the opposite implication.

The presence of externalities may also affect the social-individual discount

rates. If the consumption of generation 0 imposes some externalities on other

generations, then other generations may not be indifferent between A and B,

even though their consumption sequences are the same in both. For exam-

ple, consider the case in which consumption is associated with driving, which

creates traffic, noise, and air pollution. In this case, generation 1 may have a

strict preference for A over B, because it experiences the negative externalities

from generation 0’s consumption in period 1, but not in period 0. In this case

(assuming that all other generations are indifferent), Pareto requires society

to have a strict preference for A as well, implying that rsi1,2,0 > r.10 How nega-

tive consumption externalities affect social-individual discount rates in periods

t > 0 is less clear: generation t− 1 prefers that generation t saves more (and

consumes less in period t), while generation t + 1 prefers that generation t

saves less (and consumes less in period t+1). Of course, positive consumption

externalities would have the opposite implications.

Before proceeding, it is worth noting that, while commonly assumed, the

Pareto condition is somewhat controversial in an inter-temporal context.11 Be-

cause of various forms of present-bias and dynamic inconsistency, it is possible

to argue that people save too little for their own good. This implies that, while

individuals may be indifferent between A and B, society should strictly prefer

B. These paternalistic concerns imply social-individual discount rates that are

lower than the market interest rate (rsia,a′,t < r).

Next, define the scalar µ = µ1
2,1 so that

Allocation B ∼ Allocation C

10Note that rsi1,2,0 < r is inconsistent with the Pareto condition, because both generation
0 and generation 1 strictly prefer A over an allocation in which generation 0 consumes 1
unit less in period 0, and an additional positive amount in period 1 that is less than 1 + r.
Hence, Pareto requires that generation 0 strictly prefers to save at the social discount rate,
and thus rsi1,2,0 > r.

11See, for example, Caplin and Leahy [2004].
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This parameter captures the desirability of redistributing consumption from

older people to younger ones. For example, µ < 1 implies that it is desirable

to redistribute towards younger people; in this case, society is willing to take

away (1 + r) units from an old person in order to give a younger person the

smaller amount of (1 + r)µ.

The next step mimics the first step: if individuals from generation 1 can

borrow and lend at the market interest rate, then they choose their consump-

tion sequences so that they are indifferent with respect to saving another

(1 + r)µ small units at the market interest rate. This means that they are in-

different with respect to giving up (1+r)µ units in period 1 in exchange for an

additional (1 + r) ((1 + r)µ) = (1 + r)2µ units in period 2. Consequently, they

are indifferent between allocations C and D. Once again, the Pareto principle

implies that

Allocation C ∼ Allocation D

If the value of µ is constant throughout time, then repeating the same ar-

gument and using the transitivity of the social indifference relation implies

that

Allocation A ∼ Allocation B ∼ ... ∼ Allocation E

This example establishes that, if the relative distributional weights of dif-

ferent age groups are time invariant, and if the social preference relation is

consistent with the Pareto principle, then 1 + rs1,0,1,n = (1 + r)µ. This sug-

gests a straightforward mapping between the social discount rates and the

cross-sectional distributional weights.

4 Balanced growth path

This section explores the implications of Proposition 1 along a balanced growth

path. As famously illustrated by Kaldor [1961] and later by Herrendorf et al.

[2019], over long time horizons (several decades), the growth rate of output

per-capita in the US has been roughly constant, and the real interest rate has

been trend-less. These regularities are consistent with a balanced-growth path
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equilibrium in which the interest rate is constant and output per-capita grows

at a constant rate.

Let yta denote the income of generation t at age a. I assume that yta =

(1 + g)ty0a for some g > 0. This allows for life-cycle variation in earnings, but

assumes that the income of each age group grows at the same rate. Further,

I assume that all generations have the same preferences over consumption se-

quences, which can be represented by a utility function, U(·). To be consistent

with a balanced-growth-path equilibrium, I assume that U is homogeneous.12

Section 5 discusses how the market interest rate, r, is determined in the

closed-economy equilibrium of a simple over-lapping generations model. How-

ever, for the results that follow, it is sufficient to assume that r is exogenously

fixed and time-invariant. This can be interpreted as a small-open-economy

assumption, or as a partial equilibrium model of a balanced growth path.

The consumption sequence of generation t solves the following constrained

optimization problem:

ct = arg max
ct

U(ct) s.t.
T∑
a=1

cta
(1 + r)a

=
T∑
a=1

yta
(1 + r)a

(5)

Each generation chooses its consumption stream optimally, subject to its in-

tertemporal budget constraint. This optimization problem abstracts from any

borrowing constraints, and assumes that people can always borrow and save

at the market interest rate. The realistic possibility of borrowing constraints

complicates the analysis, but does not affect the main results. I discuss this

further in Appendix D.

I restrict attention to a particular class of social welfare functions which

imply time-invariant distributional weights along the balanced growth path.

12In a production economy, there is an equilibrium balanced growth path if preferences are
homothetic, total factor productivity grows at a constant rate, and the production function
has constant returns to scale in capital and labor. Section 5 discusses the (closed-economy)
equilibrium balanced growth path in a simple neoclassical growth model.
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The social welfare function, W , is of the form

W (c) =
∞∑
t=0

(
1

1 + ρs

)t
φ(U(ct)) (6)

where φ is some strictly increasing and homogeneous function, and ρs > −1.13

This functional form nests two important special cases. If φ(U(ct)) is

a measure of generation t’s cardinal lifetime utility, then the social welfare

function is a discounted sum of lifetime utilities (note that, as φ is strictly

increasing, φ(U(·)) is a representation of individual preferences, which can be

interpreted as a utility function).14 If, instead, U(ct) is a cardinal measure

of generation t’s lifetime utility (and not merely an ordinal representation

of its preferences) and φ is concave, then the social welfare function is of

the discounted-prioritarian form. The prioritarian objective differs from the

utilitarian objective in its aversion to inequality in lifetime utilities.15 In both

cases, ρs is the social rate of pure time preference, or the rate at which the

social objective discounts the well-beings of future generations.

The following proposition establishes that, along the balanced growth path,

the social discount rate and the cross-sectional distributional weights are closely

related.

Proposition 2. Along the balanced growth path,

1. There exists µ > 0 such that µta′,a = µa
′−a for all a, a′ ≤ T and t.

13Given the assumptions that g > 0 and φ is strictly increasing, the infinite sum in
equation 6 does not converge for ρ ≤ 0 (and, depending on φ, may also not converge for
some ρs > 0). For these parameters, the social welfare function can only be defined over an
arbitrarily large, but finite, number of cohorts.

14In this case, the social welfare function can also be interpreted as rank-discounted
utilitarian, as in Zuber and Asheim [2012]. According to this approach, the rate of pure
time preference, ρs, depends on whether future generations are likely to be better or worse
off than current generations. As I am restricting attention to a balanced growth path in
which g > 0, a specification in which ρs > 0 can be viewed as contingent on the assumption
that lifetime utilities grow at a positive rate. This criterion allows for the rate of pure time
preference to change if the rate of growth becomes negative.

15For a discussion of the prioritarian welfare criterion, see, for example, Adler [2019],
Chapter 3.1.
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2. For every age, a, and time periods, t′ > t , it holds that rsa,t,a,t′ = rs,

where

1 + rs = (1 + r)µ

The rate rs is the social discount rate applied to transfers between two

people of the same age, alive in different periods. This proposition establishes

that whenever rs 6= r, then the cross-sectional distribution of consumption

across age groups is suboptimal.

To fully appreciate the ethical implications of this result, consider the case

in which rs < r. By the above proposition, in this case, it must hold that µ < 1.

Hence, it is socially desirable to redistribute from old people to younger people.

By the first clause of the proposition, it is socially desirable to reduce the

consumption of someone aged a by 1 unit in order to increase the consumption

of a newborn by µa units. In the limit T → ∞, the age a can be chosen to

be arbitrarily large; consequently, µa can be made arbitrarily small. In this

case, it is socially desirable to take away $1 from an extremely elderly person

in order to give a young person basically nothing. This is almost a violation

of the Pareto condition, as social welfare is “improved” by making an elderly

person worse-off without any detectible gain to anyone else.

One might accept this problematic implication on the grounds that, in

practice, the age distribution is bounded; consequently, the relative marginal

social welfare weights of old and young people are bounded by µT . However,

the quantitative implications are uneasy even for a realistic age distribution.

For example, assume that the interest rate is 6% (as in Nordhaus [2007]) and

that the social discount rate is 1.5% (as in Stern [2008]). These numbers imply

that µ ≈ 0.955. Under these assumptions, it is welfare-improving to reduce

the consumption of a 70 year-old by $1 in order to increase the consumption

of a 20 year-old by 10 cents.

Figure 2 plots the implied relative distributional weights of 70 year-olds

and 20 year-olds, for a range of social discount rates that are below the mar-

ket interest rate. The figure illustrates that, unless the social discount rate

is very close to the market interest rate, there are substantial gains from re-
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Figure 2: The relative distributional weights of 70-year olds and 20-year olds
implied by different deviations of the social discount rate from the market
interest rate
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The x-axis corresponds to 100∗ (r−rs). Relative distributional weights are computed based
on Proposition 2. By the first clause of the proposition, relative distributional weights are
given by µ70−20 = µ50. By the second clause of the proposition, µ ≈ 1 + rs− r. The relative
distributional weights are therefore computed as (1 + rs − r)50.

distributing across age groups. For example, a social discount rate that is

1.5 percentage points below the market interest rate implies that it is socially

desirable to reduce the consumption of a 70 year-old by $1 in order to increase

the consumption of a 20 year-old by 50 cents.

5 Optimal policy with a low social rate of pure

time preference

So far, the analysis has been focused on social marginal rates of substitution

along a given (and possibly suboptimal) balanced growth path. Of course, a

social planner with a low pure rate of time preference may find it optimal to

change the balanced growth path itself, and institute permanent changes in

the allocation of consumption across age groups. In this section, I consider a
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standard neoclassical growth model with overlapping generations, and contrast

its equilibrium balanced growth path with the optimal policy of a patient,

discounted-utilitarian planner.

5.1 Neoclassical growth model with overlapping gener-

ations

The standard neoclassical growth model features an infinitely-lived, represen-

tative household. Here, I slightly modify the standard framework to allow for

overlapping generations.

The individual’s utility function, U , takes the time-separable, constant

intertemporal elasticity of substitution form:

U(ct) =
T∑
a=1

ψa
(cta)

1−γ

1− γ

The parameter γ is the inverse of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution.

It is usually assumed that ψa takes the form ψa = βa where β ∈ (0, 1) is the

subjective discount factor. I introduce this more-flexible functional form so

that ψa may also capture variation in consumption needs over the lifecycle.

Aggregate output is produced according to a standard Cobb-Douglas pro-

duction function,

Yt = Kα
t (AtLt)

1−α

where L > 0 is aggregate labor inputs, K > 0 is aggregate capital inputs,

A is labor-augmenting productivity and α ∈ (0, 1) is the capital intensity of

production.

Labor is supplied inelastically; each person supplies la ≥ 0 units of labor

at age a. Population grows at a constant rate, n. The size of the cohort born
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at time t is (1 + n)t, and thus labor supply at time t is given by16

Lt =
T∑
a=1

la(1 + n)t−a+1 (7)

Output is produced by a representative, infinitely-lived firm, who owns the

economy’s capital stock. The firm’s profits are given by

Πt = Yt − wtLt − It (8)

where wt is the wage rate and It is investment at time t. The firm is a price

taker, and takes the wage rates and the market interest rates as given. It

chooses investment and labor inputs to maximize the net present value of

profits.

The firm’s optimization problem is

max
{Kt+1,It,Lt}∞t=0

∞∑
t=0

Πt∏t−1
τ=0(1 + rτ )

s.t. K0 and (9)

Kt+1 = (1− δ)Kt + It (10)

where δ ∈ (0, 1) is the depreciation rate of capital.

Productivity growth is constant at the rate g:

At = (1 + g)tA0

Individuals maximize their utilities subject to their budget constraints.

The optimization problem of generation t is given by

max
ct

U(ct) s.t.
T∑
a=1

cta − yta∏t+a−1
τ=t (1 + rτ )

= 0 (11)

where yta is the income that generation t receives at age a. For simplicity, I

16To simplify, I assume that the age distribution is already at its steady state level at
time 0. This would be the case if, for example, time starts at some t0 < −T rather than at
t0 = 0.
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abstract from borrowing constraints. As illustrated in Appendix D, in the pres-

ence of occasionally-binding borrowing constraints, the optimal transfers from

old to young are larger than the ones suggested by this calibration exercise.

I assume that the shares of labor income and capital income that are paid

to people of age a are constant across time, so that yta takes the form

yta =
sa,l

(1 + n)t
wtLt +

sa,π
(1 + n)t

Πt (12)

where sa,l, sa,π ≥ 0.17 For example, if there are no intergenerational trans-

fers of labor income, then sa,l is proportional to la. In the presence of a

social security scheme, sa,l would be lower for younger people and higher for

older people. This framework also allows for various assumptions about the

ownership structure of the representative firm. For example, it is possible to

assume that all people alive own equal shares of the representative firm, or

that ownership of the firm is inherited at a certain age.

Finally, the aggregate resource constraint at time t is given by:

T∑
a=1

ct+a−1a (1 + n)t+a−1 + It = Kα
t (AtLt)

1−α (13)

An equilibrium is defined as {Πt, rt, wt, Lt, Kt, It, Yt, πt, {cta, yta}Ta=1}∞t=0 which,

given K0, jointly solve the firm’s optimization problem (expressions 8 and 9),

the individual’s optimization problems (expressions 11 and 12), and the ag-

gregate resource constraints (expressions 7 and 13).

In what follows, I restrict attention to an equilibrium balanced growth path,

along which output per-capita grows at the constant rate g. The following

claim establishes that, in such an equilibrium, each age-specific consumption

level, cta, must grow at the rate g as well.

Claim 1. In any balanced growth path equilibrium in which output per-capita

grows at a constant rate g, the consumption levels, {ca}Ta=1, must grow at the

rate g as well.

17The aggregate resource constraint (equation 13) implies that the shares must add up
to 1.
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An implication of this claim is that, along a balanced growth path, indi-

vidual consumption growth over time can be inferred from the cross-sectional

distribution of consumption across age groups. This feature will be used for

calibrating the parameters {ψa}Ta=1.

5.2 Optimal policy

Consider a social objective of the discounted-utilitarian form:

W (c) =
∞∑
t=0

(
1

1 + ρs

)t
U(ct)

The optimal policy is the solution to the optimization problem:

max
c,{Kt}∞t=1,{It}∞t=0

W (c) s.t. K0 and equations 10 and 13.

In this optimization problem, the planner can choose how much each person

consumes at each age, and how much the economy saves for future generations.

The equilibrium allocation may deviate from the planner’s solution for two

reasons. First, policymakers may have a different objective from the objective

of the discounted-utilitarian planner. For example, current policies may be

designed with the objective of appeasing voters, and may thus under-represent

the interests of future generations.

Second, policymakers may face various constraints that are not modeled

here. If labor supply is endogenous and taxation is distortionary, even a well-

intentioned planner may be unable to implement the optimal policy. Such

constraints are undoubtedly important; however, the purpose of the current

exercise is not to characterize the optimal feasible policy. Rather, it is to

illustrate the implications of a low social discount rate for the desirable reallo-

cation of consumption across age groups – even if such a reallocation may not

be feasible in practice.
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5.3 Calibration

Table 1 summarizes the model’s calibrated parameters. Most of the parameters

are standard. The capital intensity parameters, α, was chosen to roughly

match the capital income share, and the parameters n and g were chosen to

roughly correspond to the average annual growth rates of population and GDP

per-capita in the US, respectively.18 The parameter γ was chosen as γ = 2,

corresponding to an intertemporal elasticity of substitution of 1/2. The capital

depreciation rate, δ, was chosen to roughly match the average depreciation rate

of capital in the US.

Table 1: Calibration parameters

Value Target

α 0.3 Capital income share

δ (annual) 0.05 Capital depreciation rate

1/γ 1/ 2 Intertemporal elasticity of substitution

n (annual) 0.05 Population growth rate

g (annual) 0.02 GDP per-capita growth rate

T 80 Maximum age

r (annual) 0.0617 Investment share of GDP

{ψa}Ta=1 Figure 4 Consumption-age profile

ρs (annual) 0.001 Stern [2007]

18In particular, the average rate of population growth is around 1%, and the average rate
of GDP growth was 3%. Along the balanced growth path, this implies that g is around 2%.
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The only non-standard parameters are the age-specific discount factors,

{ψa}Ta=1. Note that the household’s optimization problem yields the familiar

Euler equations,

ψa(c
t
a)
−γ = ψa+1(c

t
a+1)

−γ(1 + rt+a−1) (14)

for every a = 1, ..., T − 1. By Claim 1, along the balanced growth path,

cta+1 = (1 + g)ct−1a+1

Thus, the Euler condition can be rewritten as:

ψa(c
t
a)
−γ = ψa+1((1 + g)ct−1a+1)

−γ(1 + r)

Note that generation t is aged a in the same period that generation t − 1

is aged a + 1. The ratios ψa/ψa+1 can therefore be calibrated based on the

cross-sectional distribution of consumption across age groups in a given period.

I estimate the cross-sectional distribution of consumption using the United

States Consumer Expenditure Survey, 2019 (henceforce CEX). The CEX re-

ports consumption expenditure at the household level rather than at the indi-

vidual level. To create a per-capita measure, I divide household consumption

by 2 for all households consisting of a married couple. This measurement

counts the consumption of children as part of the consumption of their par-

ents. As it is not obvious that this is the right approach, I also consider an

alternative specification in which the parameters {ψa}Ta=1 are calibrated based

only on singles. The results are very similar.

I consider a period to be 10 years. I therefore divide the sample into 6

groups, corresponding to people in their 20s, 30s, 40s, 50s, 60s, 70s and 80s. I

then estimate relative consumption levels by regressing the log of consumption

expenditure per adult on age-group fixed-effects. The results are illustrated in

Figure 3.

To estimate {ψa}Ta=1 from the Euler equations, it is necessary to take a

stance on the empirical counterpart of the real interest rate, r. I calibrate r
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Figure 3: Consumption by age group
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Note: Estimates are based on data from the CEX. Consumption is measured as household
expenditure per-adult, where the number of adults in the household is assumed to be 2 for
married couples and 1 otherwise. The “singles” specification includes only households that
consist of a single person. Averages are computed using the CEX sample weights.

so that the steady-state investment share of GDP matches the average in the

United States between 1947-2019, which was 22.4%.19 The implied interest

rate is around 6%, which is similar to the real interest rate used in Nordhaus

[2007] and Weitzman [2007]. This interest rate is somewhat lower than the

long-run rate of return on stocks but higher than the risk-free rate. The

resulting estimates of {ψa}Ta=1 are in Figure 4.

The investment-to-output ratio is also used for calibrating the equilibrium

capital levels along the balanced growth path. Note that the firm’s optimiza-

19See https://www.ceicdata.com/en/indicator/united-states/investment–nominal-gdp.
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Figure 4: Calibrated values of {ψa}Ta=1
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tion problem implies the following no-arbitrage condition,

rt =
∂Yt+1

∂Kt+1

− δ = α
Yt+1

Kt+1

− δ

where the second equality follows from the Cobb-Douglas production structure.

Given r, At+1 and Lt+1, this identity can be used for backing out the capital

stock, Kt+1, that is consistent with the balanced growth path equilibrium. I

set the initial capital stock, K0, so that the above relationship holds given the

normalization A0L0 = 1.
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5.4 Optimal policy

I consider a social annual rate of pure time preference of 0.1%, as in Stern

[2007].20 This low rate of pure time preference is meant to capture a social

objective that cares equally about all generations, and discounts the future

only because of a small probability of extinction.

Figure 5 plots the optimal path of the capital stock per effective unit of

labor (Kt/((1 + g)(1 + n))t), starting from the equilibrium balanced growth

path. Given a low rate of pure time preference, the optimal policy converges

to a balanced growth path in which capital stocks are over three times larger

than their calibrated equilibrium levels.21

The main result is that the optimal policy requires substantial reallocation

of consumption across age groups. This is illustrated in Figure 6. According

to this welfare criterion, it is optimal to decrease aggregate consumption on

impact so that the economy can shift resources towards investment in capital.

However, this sacrifice is not shared equally across age groups: while it is

optimal for people in their 80s to reduce their consumption by over 50%,

people in their 20s should actually increase their consumption by 40%.

The consumption gains along the balanced growth path are also not shared

equally. According to this welfare criterion, younger people should have higher

consumption along the balanced growth path, while older people’s consump-

tions should be significantly lower. For example, along the optimal balanced

growth path, the consumption of 20 year-olds is 120% higher than it is under

the current equilibrium, while the consumption of 80 year-olds is 40% lower.

This calibration illustrates that a discounted-utilitarian objective with a

low rate of pure time preference supports massive transfers from older people

to younger ones. The reason goes back to the insight of Proposition 1: in

an overlapping generation model, caring more about the future means caring

more about the young.

20Note that, because the length of the period in the simulation is 10 years, this corre-
sponds to ρs = 0.01.

21The implication of a low social discount rate for the social desirability of massive capital
accumulation is also emphasized in Barrage [2018].
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Figure 5: Optimal capital stocks per effective unit of labor
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Note: The capital stock per effective unit of labor is defined as the ratio Kt/((1+g)(1+n))t.
It is constant along a balanced growth path.

6 Conclusion

This paper establishes an equivalence between two normative questions. The

first is, how should policy discount future returns? This question is relevant for

evaluating the optimal scope of public investment. In a discounted-utilitarian

framework, the answer to this question depends on the social rate of pure time

preference – the rate at which society should discount the utilities of future

generations.

The second question is, how should society distribute resources across peo-

ple of different age groups? This question became particularly contentious

during the COVID-19 pandemic (see, for example, Hall et al. [2020]). Contain-
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Figure 6: Optimal consumption relative to equilibrium consumption
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ment measures disproportionately benefitted the elderly, who were at higher

risk from the virus. However, some of the costs were born by children and

working-age adults, who suffered serious disruptions. This raised the ques-

tion of how to tradeoff benefits to the elderly with costs to younger people.

This question also comes up during normal times, when policymakers face

budgetary tradeoffs between programs that benefit the elderly (such as social

security and medicaid) and programs that benefit younger people (such as

childcare subsidies and playgrounds).

This paper establishes that the social discount rate is lower than the market

interest rate if and only if it is socially desirable to increase the consumption

of the young at the expense of the elderly. For example, the discounted-

utilitarian objective in Stern [2008] implies a low social discount rate, because

it features a low rate of pure time preference. Consequently, it also implies
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the desirability of massive transfers from older people to younger ones.

There are several possibilities forward. First, we can maintain that the

social discount rate is lower than the market interest rate, and accept that it

is socially desirable to transfer resources from the current old to the current

young. Quantitatively, even a small deviation of the social discount rate from

the market interest rate implies large welfare gains from redistribution across

age groups.

A second possibility is to maintain that the current distribution of resources

across age groups is close to optimal, and accept that the social discount

rate is close to the market interest rate. Within the discounted-utilitarian

framework, a social discount rate that is close to the market interest rate

requires discounting the lifetime utilities of future generations – a conclusion

which Ramsey [1928] and many others find ethically unacceptable, but which

others defend.22

A third possibility is to forgo the assumption that the social objective

takes a discounted-utilitarian form. For example, a prioritarian objective that

is averse to inequality in lifetime utilities may imply a high social discount rate

along the balanced growth path, even if it cares equally about all generations.

Finally, it is worth cautioning that the quantitative relationship between

social discounting and the desirability of age-based redistribution changes as

we move away from the balanced growth path. A growth slowdown, as sug-

gested by Jones [2021], may imply long-run social discount rates that are below

the market interest rate, even if there are no welfare gains from current redis-

tribution between old and young. Furthermore, as pointed out by Stern [2008],

the social discount rate is a useful statistic only for evaluating the social desir-

ability of marginal inter-temporal changes along a given growth trajectory. In

some instances, current saving may affect the growth path itself; for example,

uncontrolled climate change may set humanity off on a different growth path.

In this case, social discount rates along the previous balanced-growth path are

of limited practical use.

22See, for example, Lloyd [2021].
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A Proof of Proposition 1

MRS((a, t), (a′, t′)) =

∂W (c)
∂cta

∂W (c)

∂ct
′
a′

=

∂W (c)
∂cta

∂W (c)

∂ct+a−1
1

∂W (c)

∂ct+a−1
1

∂W (c)

∂ct+a−1
2

∂W (c)

∂ct+a−1
2

∂W (c)

∂ct+a1

· · ·
∂W (c)

∂ct
′−a′−2
1

∂W (c)

∂ct
′−a′−2
2

∂W (c)

∂ct
′−a′−2
2

∂W (c)

∂ct
′
a′

=

µt+a−1a,1 (1 + rsi1,2,t+a−1)µ
t+a
2,1 · · · (1 + rsi1,2,t′+a′−2)µ

t′+a′−1
2,a′

Rearranging the terms yields the desired expression.

B Proof of Proposition 2

The derivative of equation 6 with respect to cta is

∂W (c)

∂cta
=

(
1

1 + ρs

)t
φ′(U(ct))

∂U(ct)

∂cta
(15)
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Along the balanced growth path, cta = (1 + g)tc0a. As U is homogeneous,

there exists some η such that U(ct) = U((1 + g)tc0) = (1 + g)ηtU(c0). For this

η, it holds that
∂U(ct)

∂cta
= (1 + g)(η−1)t

∂U(c0)

∂c0a
(16)

Because φ is homogeneous, so is φ′, and hence there exists ζ such that

φ′(U(ct)) = φ′((1 + g)tηU(c0)) = (1 + g)tηζφ′(U(c0)). Substituting yields

∂W (c)

∂cta
=

(
1

1 + ρs

)t
(1 + g)tηζφ′(U(c0))(1 + g)(η−1)t

∂U(c0)

∂c0a
(17)

By the Euler equation (for generation 0),

∂U(c0)

∂c0a
(1 + r)a−1 =

∂U(c0)

∂c01
(18)

Substituting yields

∂W (c)

∂cta
=

(
1

1 + ρs

)t
(1+g)tηζφ′(U(c0))(1+g)(η−1)t

(
1

1 + r

)a−1
∂U(c0)

∂c01
(19)

Generation t is aged a in period τ = t+ a− 1. Substituting yields

∂W (c)

∂cta
=

(
1

1 + ρs

)τ−a+1

(1+g)(τ−a+1)ηζφ′(U(c0))(1+g)(η−1)(τ−a+1)

(
1

1 + r

)a−1
∂U(c0)

∂c01

In this period, the people aged ã are from generation t̃, where t̃ = τ− ã+1.

Substituting into the above expression implies that

∂W (c)

∂ct̃ã
=

(
1

1 + ρs

)τ−ã+1

(1+g)(τ−ã+1)ηζφ′(U(c0))(1+g)(η−1)(τ−a+1)

(
1

1 + r

)ã−1
∂U(c0)

∂c01

and hence

µta,ã =

∂W (c)
∂cta

∂W (c)

∂ct̃ã

=

(
1

1 + ρs

)ã−a
(1 + g)(ã−a)ηζ(1 + g)(η−1)(ã−a)

(
1

1 + r

)a−ã
(20)
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=

(((
1 + r

1 + ρs

)
(1 + g)η−1+ηζ

)−1)a−ã

setting

µ =

((
1 + r

1 + ρs

)
(1 + g)η−1+ηζ

)−1
concludes the proof of the first part of the proposition.

To prove the second part of the proposition, note that, by equation 19,

∂W (c)
∂cta

∂W (c)

∂ct′a

=

(
1

1+ρs

)t
(1 + g)tηζ(1 + g)(η−1)t(

1
1+ρs

)t′
(1 + g)t′ηζ(1 + g)(η−1)t′

=
(µ(1 + r))−t

(µ(1 + r))−t
′ = (µ(1 + r))t

′−t

(21)

concluding the proof.

C Proof of Claim 1

It is useful to normalize A0L0 = 1. Note that, to satisfy the aggregate pro-

duction function, if output per-capita grows at the rate g, then the per-capita

capital stock must grow at the rate g as well. Thus, the equilibrium balanced

growth path features some y = Yt/((1 + g)(1 + n))t, i = It/((1 + g)(1 + n))t,

k = Kt/((1 + g)(1 + n))t, r and π = Πt/((1 + g)(1 + n))t such that:

y = kα

(1 + g)(1 + n)k = (1− δ)k + i

π = αy − i

r = α
y

k
− δ

The first expression is the aggregate production function, and the second

expression is the capital accumulation equation (note that, along the balanced

growth path, Kt+1 = (1 + g)(1 + n)Kt).
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The third expression is the firm’s profits. As, in equilibrium, (1 − α)Y =

wtLt, the firm’s profits are αY − I. The fourth expression is the no-arbitrage

condition, which can be obtained by taking the firm’s first-order condition

with respect to investment, and using the Cobb-Douglas production structure

(so that MPK = αY/K).

This system implies that the interest rate, r is constant over time and that

π and y are constant over time as well.

Note that the firm’s first order condition implies that labor income is a

constant share of output:

wtLt = (1− α)Yt

It thus follows that the intertemporal budget constraint of generation t can

be written as:

T∑
a=1

cta
(1 + r)a

=
T∑
a=1

(1 + g)t+a−1(1 + n)a (sa,l(1− α)y + sa,ππ)

(1 + r)a

= (1 + g)t−1
T∑
a=1

(1 + g)a(1 + n)a (sa,l(1− α)y + sa,ππ)

(1 + r)a

It follows that the net-present value of income grows that the rate g. Be-

cause preferences are homothetic and the interest rate is constant across time,

the optimal consumption plan of generation t is proportional to the optimal

consumption plan of generation 0. It follows that cta = (1 + g)tc0a.

D Borrowing constraints

To understand how the presence of borrowing constraints changes the rela-

tionship between the social discount rate and the cross-sectional distributional

weights along the balanced growth path, I modify the model in section 4 as

follows. Assume that people can buy and sell bonds (bta) at the market in-

terest rate, r, but that borrowing constraints are occasionally binding. The

consumption sequence of generation t solves the following constrained opti-
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mization problem:

ct = arg max
ct,{bta}Ta=1

U(ct) s.t. cta + bta = yta + (1 + r)bta−1 and bta ≥ κta (22)

where bt0 = 0 and {κta}Ta=1 are the age-specific borrowing limits (it makes sense

to assume that κtT = 0, so that individuals cannot borrow in their last period

of life). I assume that borrowing limits grow at the rate of gdp-per capita, so

that bta = (1 + g)tb0a. This will hold, for example, whenever borrowing limits

are proportional to people’s current or expected incomes (which are assumed

to increase at the rate g).

I establish the following Proposition, which is analogous to Proposition 2

in the presence of borrowing constraints:

Proposition 3. Along the balanced growth path, there exists µ > 0 such that

1. for every t and a′ > a, it holds that µta′,a ≤ µa
′−a, and

2. For every age, a, and time periods, t′ > t , it holds that rsa,t,a,t′ = rs,

where

1 + rs = (1 + r)µ

The only difference between this result and Proposition 2 is in the first

clause. In Proposition 2, it holds that µta′,a = µa
′−a, whereas, here, it is

required only that µta′,a ≤ µa
′−a (when a′ > a). This means that the relative

distributional weights depicted in Figure 2 are upper-bounds. For example, if

the market interest rate is 6% and the social discount rate is 1.5%, then, by

the second clause, it follows that µ ≈ 0.955. By the first clause, society must

have a weak preference for reducing the consumption of a 70 year-old by $1

in order to increase the consumption of a 20 year-old by 10 cents. The social

preference for this transfer may be strict if borrowing constraints are binding.

Proof. The proof of this modified proposition closely follows the steps of the

proof of Proposition 2. Note that the first order condition with respect to bta

yields:
∂U(ct)

∂cta
= (1 + r)

∂U(ct)

∂cta+1

+ λta
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where λta ≥ 0 is the Lagrange multiplier on the borrowing constraint. Dividing

through by ∂U(ct)
∂cta+1

yields

∂U(ct)
∂cta

∂U(ct)
∂cta+1

= 1 + r +
λta

∂U(ct)
∂cta+1

Note that, if {c̃0a}Ta=1 is feasible for generation 0, then {(1 + g)tc̃0a}Ta=1 is

feasible for generation t (given the assumptions that yta and κta grow at the

rate g). Thus, given that preferences are homothetic, if {c0a}Ta=1 is the optimal

feasible consumption sequence for generation 0, then {(1 + g)tc0a}Ta=1 is the

optimal feasible consumption sequence of generation t. It follows that the ratio

on the left-hand-side is constant across time, and hence λta/
∂U(ct)
∂cta+1

is constant

across time.

Denote

ra = r +
λta

∂U(ct)
∂cta+1

In the presence of borrowing constraints, the Euler condition in equation

18 becomes
∂U(c0)

∂c0a

a−1∏
â=1

(1 + ra) =
∂U(c0)

∂c01
(23)

Following the steps of the proof of Proposition 2 and replacing (1 + r)a−1

with the above identity implies that, for every t and a ≥ ã,

µta,ã =

∂W (c)
∂cta

∂W (c)

∂ct̃ã

=

(
1

1 + ρs

)ã−a
(1 + g)(ã−a)ηζ(1 + g)(η−1)(ã−a)

1∏a−1
â=ã(1 + râ)

(24)

≤

(((
1 + r

1 + ρs

)
(1 + g)η−1+ηζ

)−1)a−ã

where the inequality follows from the fact that ra ≥ r.
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As in the proof of proposition 2, let

µ =

((
1 + r

1 + ρs

)
(1 + g)η−1+ηζ

)−1
it follows that, for every t and a ≥ ã,

µta,ã ≤ µa−ã

concluding the proof of the first clause of the proposition.

Note that, given this definition of µ, the identities in equation 21 continue

to hold, thus establishing the second clause of the proposition.

Implications for section 5. The calibration in section 5 may also be af-

fected by the presence of binding borrowing constraints. Note that the assump-

tion that borrowing constraints are not binding is used only in the calibration

of the parameters {ψa}Ta=1 (the interest rate, r, is calibrated to match the

steady state investment share of GDP, which is an equilibrium condition that

does not rely on the Euler equation).

If, instead, there are binding borrowing constraints, then the Euler condi-

tions along the balanced growth path are given by

ψac
−γ
a = ψa+1((1 + g)ca+1)

−γ(1 + ra)⇒
ψa+1

ψa
=

(
(1 + g)ca+1

ca

)γ (
1

1 + ra

)
where ra ≥ r. The calibrated parameters, {ψ̂a}Ta=1, satisfy

ψ̂a+1

ψ̂a
=

(
(1 + g)ca+1

ca

)γ (
1

1 + r

)
=

(
ψa+1

ψa

)(
1 + ra
1 + r

)
As ra ≥ r, it follows that

ψ̂a+1

ψ̂a
≥ ψa+1

ψa

Note that the discounted-utilitarian objective considered in section 5 can
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be written as
∞∑
t=0

(
1

1 + ρs

)t T∑
a=1

ψa
(cta)

1−γ

1− γ

Optimal cross-sectional allocation of consumption in each period implies

that

ψa(c
t
a)
−γ =

(
1

1 + ρs

)
ψa+1(c

t−1
a+1)

−γ ⇒
ct−1a+1

cta
=

((
1

1 + ρs

)
ψa+1

ψa

) 1
γ

The calibrated optimal consumption levels, ĉta and ĉt−1a+1, therefore satisfy

ĉt−1a+1

ĉta
=

((
1

1 + ρs

)
ψ̂a+1

ψ̂a

) 1
γ

≥
((

1

1 + ρs

)
ψa+1

ψa

) 1
γ

=
ct−1a+1

cta

Consequently, if there are borrowing binding constraints, then the calibra-

tion understates the optimal transfers from older people to younger people.
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